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INTRODUCTION

There is a need for a nondestructive means of measuring the

thickness of chromium on the electrofornied nickel plates used to

print currency. The measurement should have a reliability of at

least +10% up to a thickness somewhat greater than 8 ym (0.3 mil).

Several commercially available thickness gages can be used to

measure the thickness of chromium layers on nickel, but their accu-

racy for this application is eitehr too poor or unknown. In the

latter category are the magnetic type gages such as the Permascope

and Accuderm and the beta backscatter type, such as the Beta Scope

and Micro-derm. In addition there is the fluorescent x-ray method.

This report covers an evaluation of these methods of measuring

the thickness of the chromium and the initial stages of developing

a fluorescent x-ray technique using a radioisotope instead of an

x-ray generator.
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PREPARATION OF STANDARD THICKNESS SAMPLES

To evaluate the thickness gages
,
we prepared specimens of

chromium plated nickel with known thicknesses of chromium.

We started with ,5x8 inch sheets of low carbon steel which

had been plated with at least 50 pm ( 2 mils) of Watts nickel

(buffed). These we plated uniformly with conventional chromium

in a cell designed to obtain uniform thickness distribution and

then cut them up into 3 cm ( 1 inch) squares.

To determine the chromium thickness we turneu to x-ray tech-

niques which we found to be quite sensitive to the chromium thick-

ness. We measured each of 18 squares cut from the center of a panel

to establish the relative thickness of each square . To establish

the absolute thicknesses, we determlend the weight of chromium on

each of three or four squares by conventional stripping-weight loss

methods. Then by treating these stripped specimens as calibrating

standards we calculated the weight per unit area of chromium on each

of the other squares. We thus built up a set of standard thickness

samples with thicknesses of approximately 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,

and 0.5 mil.

EVALUATION OF METHODS

To determine the sensitivity of each instrument we measured

one specimen of each thickness with each instrument. The accompany-

ing figures show a plot of thickness vs instrument reading for each

instrument

.
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Magne-gage

With this instrument, one dial division corresponds to 0.02 mil

or 6% at 0.3 mil. This corresponds to the uncertainty of the gage

if it is carefully calibrated and operated by the same individual.

Errors double this can be expected if the operator does not exercise

care

.

Permascope

The uncertainty of this instrument appears to be between +5

and 10%. We have not had much experience with this instrument

,

but it appears that the reproducibility can be improved with exper-

ience. We also understand that a new probe is available which

incorporates a spring device enabling more reproducible positioning.

Beta Scope

At 0.3 mil, our measurements with this instrument had an un-

certainty of about 0.05 mil. This instrument counts backs cattered

beta particles. If the time of counting is increased, the precision

is improved. Double the time improves the precision by a factor

of 1.1. The uncertainty of 0.05 mil is based on a 1 minute count.

Fluorescent x-rays

With fluorescent x-ray techniques, one has the option of measur-

ing either the x-rays characteristic of the coating, Cr-Ka , or of

the substrate, Ni-Ka. We found that for thicknesses less than about

0.1 mil, Cr-Ka measurements give the best results and for thicker

coatings, Ni-Ka is best. The precision of the method is better

than 1% in the 0.1 to 0.5 mil range using Ni-Ka radiations.
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Kocour Thickness Tester

This instrument measures the current required to anodically

dissolve the chromium over a well defined area about 1/8 inch in

diameter. The readout is in thickness -units. It would be suitable

for the currency plates as far as accuracy is concerned, but it is

destructive to the coating.

Summary of Evaluations

Both the Magne-gage and the Permascope appear to have the preci-

sion required by the Bueau of Engraving and Printing, but only if

used by a reliable operator. The Accuderm is, we believe, equivalent

to the Permascope.

The Beta Scope, and its equivalent, the Microderm, do not meet

the precision requirements.

The fluorescent x-ray method offers much better precision than

required and is rapid, but requires rather elaborate equipment cost-

about $25,000.

All these methods must be calibrated with standard thickness

samples. Suitable standards can be prepared easily by the National

Bureau of Standards and it is possible that they are available com-

mercially.
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RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUE

The fluorescent x-ray method can be modified by replacing the

x-ray generator with a radioisotope and doing away with the spectrom-

eter. This would allow a more compact unit and less expensive by a

factor of 10. In principal it would be equally reliable.

To evaluate this method, it was first necessary to assemble

from scratch the detector and the electronic equipment. We obtained

the components at no cost to this project. Actually the equipment

we were able to borrow was suitable for gold coatings and not for

chromium. With the intention of lauer converting the assembly to

something suitable for chromium we went ahead with the setup for

gold to obtain needed background and experience.

At this time we nave demonstrated that the method works well

for gold coatings on nickel. The critical aspects are kind and activity

of isotope; the design of a jig to accurately and reproducibly align

the radioactive source, detector, and specimen; and the design of

the jig to minimize interference of scattered and stray radiation.

These three factors determine the reliability of the thickness deter-

minations and will have to be changed when switching from gold to

chromium measurements.

In brief, the radioisotope tecnnique is promising, but needs

to be specifically designed for chromium and tested.
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